
 
 

April 13, 2022 
 

QUARTER 4 LETTER OF CONCERN 
 

Dear #MightyMustangs, 
 

It is with regret that I author this letter of concern to our Memorial Junior High School community.  Quarter 
4 is usually a time of excitement as our eighth graders prepare for Graduation: an important milestone in 
the lives of young adults.  Unfortunately, last week a group of students decided to engage in fighting and 
mob action after school – resulting in the injury of two teachers.  These are severe actions that impede the 
safety of others, significantly disrupt the school environment, and have warranted severe consequences. 
 

Mob action involves the knowing or reckless use of violence by two or more individuals acting together 
without legal authority (720 ILCS 5/25-1).  This is an egregious offence, equivalent to drugs and weapons, 
and may result in consequences including but not limited to: long-term suspension, police citations, 
alternative placement, loss of social privileges, and/or expulsion.  Board Policy 7:190 prohibits students 
from engaging in aggressive behavior that does physical harm to a staff person or another student and 
Lansing School District 158 will not tolerate mob action, or violence towards staff members, in any form. 
 

Effectively immediately, we have increased administrative supervision and police presence at Memorial in 
the afternoons.  District 158 is also moving forward with an intergovernmental agreement with the Village 
of Lansing to hire a full-time school resource officer in the near future.  We hope to be able to share more 
information about that initiative soon.  Finally, alternative approaches to student dismissal are actively 
being explored.  If any parents are still interested in supporting a safe passage program at Memorial – as 
outlined in my letter to the District dated December 7, 2021 – please feel free to contact Mr. Williams at 
mwilliams@d158.net.  We are committed to working with our stakeholders to address these concerns. 
 

It saddens me to see potential Class of 2022 graduates no longer able to participate in our upcoming 
Commencement Exercises and encourage our students to make wise choices as we close out the 2021-
2022 school year.  Remember, only you are responsible for you.  Families are welcome to contact the 
Memorial Office with questions or for advice regarding conflict resolution strategies and I would suggest 
our stakeholders to remember the words of Mahatma Gandhi: “You can’t shake hands with a closed fist.” 
 

Sincerely, 

 
Dr. Nathan S. Schilling, CSBO 
Superintendent of Schools 
Lansing School District 158 
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